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Treat-sized bars and
assortment packs are
good ways to introduce
new chocolate flavours
and textures to keep
consumers engaged with
the category.

Chocolate Confectionery - Germany - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of the economy on the chocolate
confectionery category
• Consumption frequency of chocolate and most
eaten types, with chocolate blocks and bars
staying in the leading position
• Attributes that would prompt purchase of a
newly launched product over another, such as a
new flavour or reduced-sugar recipe
• Attitudes towards chocolate assortments,
including good for sharing and gifting
• Behaviours regarding chocolate, such as trying new flavours, and response to having less
money to spend
• Attitudes towards chocolate, including mood-boosting qualities
• Trends in launch activity and opportunities for further innovation

Overview

Driven by the conflict in Ukraine, inflation rates in Germany are at an all-time high,
impacting people's spending power. Volume sales of chocolate confectionery fell in 2022 as
consumers exercised portion control, for both health reasons and financial concerns.

Whether it is because of their desire for a nostalgic experience or a mood booster,
consumers are driven to experiment with tastes and textures. 56% of Germans who eat/buy
chocolate agree that eating chocolate is an affordable way to enhance one's mood.
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Overall, 21% of chocolate eaters/buyers think lower-sugar chocolate tastes as good as
standard versions, with higher acceptance among over-55s. This age group is also most likely
to be prompted to buy a newly launched product that has reduced sugar content. Given the
greater interest in healthy eating, now could be a sensible time to innovate and provide
tangible sugar reduction in anticipation of stricter regulations.

Vegan chocolate has become more common in the light of BFY trends and consumers'
concerns around sustainable sourcing and ethical concerns. 22% of chocolate eaters/
buyers have started eating/eaten more vegan chocolate*, rising to 47% among 16-24 year
olds.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

• The five year outlook for chocolate confectionery

Market context

• The impact of the economy on the chocolate confectionery category

• Chocolate is a quintessential comfort food

- Graph 1: consumption of chocolate confectionery 4-6 times a week or more, by age, 2022

Mintel predicts

• Longer-term category growth is more positive

• Market size and forecast

• Chocolate confectionery will see a modest value growth of 15% over 2022-27

• 6% volume growth predicted over 2022-27

Opportunities

• Opportunity for new chocolate types

• Opportunities for savoury flavours in chocolate confectionery

• Tap into the flexitarian and plant-based trend

• Respond to increased interest in sustainability

• Assortment packs are affordable treats and gifts

- Graph 2: agreement that chocolate assortments are good rewards for oneself, by financial situation, 2023

• Chocolate plays an important role as an affordable mood booster

The competitive landscape

• Ferrero has strong individual leadership of chocolate confectionery

- Graph 3: company share of retail value and volume sales of chocolate confectionery, 2022

MARKET DRIVERS

The German economy

• The German economy slips into a technical recession

- Graph 4: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24

• Inflation remains the key concern in 2023 for consumers, brands and the economy…

• …impacting financial wellbeing and consumer expenditure
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• Rising commodity prices lead to rising consumer prices, tough negotiations and delistings

- Graph 5: cocoa beans monthly price* in US dollar per kg, 2021-23

• The impact of the economy on the chocolate confectionery category

• Hot summers also hold back sales of chocolate confectionery

- Graph 6: average summer temperature, 2016-22

Personal and planetary health

• BMIs continue to rise in Germany

• Governments step in to make foods healthier

• The future is flexitarian

• Germany's population is ageing and smaller households are growing

• New EU rules for ethical cocoa supply

• There is an opportunity to become less dependent on cacao production

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Trends in frequency of chocolate consumption and types of chocolate eaten

• Over nine in 10 Germans eat chocolate

- Graph 7: frequency of chocolate confectionery consumption in the last three months, 2020-22

• Chocolate is a quintessential comfort food

• Chocolate blocks are by far the most popular format

- Graph 8: types of chocolate eaten in the last three months, 2020-22

• Single-serve chocolate mostly eaten by younger adults and families with kids

- Graph 9: selected types of chocolate eaten in the last three months, by select demographics, 2022

• Seasonal confectionery bounces back

- Graph 10: consumption of seasonal chocolate in the last three months, by age, 2022

• Milk chocolate is the most popular across all age groups

- Graph 11: types of chocolate eaten in the last three months, 2022

• Opportunity for brands to blend into other chocolate types

Factors that would prompt purchase of newly launched chocolate products

• Health claims are just as important as new flavours in chocolate

- Graph 12: factors that would prompt purchase of a newly launched chocolate product, 2022

• Sensory experiences promote product trial

- Graph 13: consumers who would be prompted to buy a newly launched product with a mix of textures, by age, 2022

• Opportunities for savoury flavours in chocolate confectionery

• Younger generations want more from a chocolate bar than just flavour

- Graph 14: consumers who would be prompted to buy a newly launched chocolate product with select health benefits, by

age, 2022
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• Growth opportunities for products with healthy additions

• Carbon neutral products

Attitudes towards chocolate assortments

• Chocolate assortments are good for sharing and gifting

- Graph 15: attitudes towards chocolate assortments, 'Chocolate assortments (ie packs of individually wrapped

chocolates, gifting trays, pick n' mix) are...', 2022

• Chocolate assortments make good gifts – and can be tailored to individual tastes

• Position assortment packs as affordable treats during the cost-of-living crisis

- Graph 16: consumer agreement that chocolate assortments are good to reward yourself with, by financial situation,

2023

• Increased interest in sustainable packaging

Behaviours towards chocolate

• Trial-sized bars are most likely to prompt experimentation…

- Graph 17: behaviours towards chocolate, 2022

• …and are a good vehicle for introducing new flavours

- Graph 18: consumers who would be more likely to try new flavours in small bars, by age and gender, 2022

• Use nostalgia to emphasise familiarity and pleasure

• Younger consumers are flexitarian or plant-based

- Graph 19: consumers who have started eating/eaten more vegan chocolate in the last three months, by age, 2023

• Harness the social media appeal of confectionery

- Graph 20: consumers who have bought a chocolate product after seeing it advertised on social media, by age, 2022

Attitudes towards chocolate

• Chocolate plays an important role as an affordable mood booster

- Graph 21: attitudes towards chocolate, 2022

• Despite consumers' broader focus on health, chocolate is a cherished mood booster

• 'Less sweet' as a popular flavour

• More potential in nut-based chocolate confectionery

• Pack size shrinkage needs to be communicated

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

• Chocolate confectionery category is more innovative than sugar and gum

- Graph 22: confectionery launches, by type, 2020-22

• Private labels increase their share of launch activity

- Graph 23: chocolate confectionery launches, by leading companies, 2020-22

• Seasonal chocolate takes the largest share of launches

- Graph 24: chocolate confectionery launches, by sub-category, 2020-22
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• Opportunity for brands to celebrate togetherness

• Ethical and environmental claims increase in importance

- Graph 25: chocolate confectionery launches, by leading claim categories, 2020-23

• More sustainable packaging options

• Communicate your ethical initiatives to shoppers

• Charity and fair trade

• More vegan options enter the market…

- Graph 26: chocolate confectionery launches with vegan/vegetarian/plant-based claims, 2020-23

• …from big brands and private labels

• Sugar content creeps back up

- Graph 27: average sugar content of chocolate confectionery launches, 2018-23

• Alternative-sugar launches

• Milka is changing its recipe to include more chocolate and less sugar

• Chocolate-coated (sour) fruits may be seen as BFY

• Chocolate-coated seeds and nuts are also seen as BFY

• Textures appeal on-shelf

- Graph 28: chocolate confectionery launches by top five textures, 2018-23

• Puffed ingredients add texture

• Chocolate bars are combining major market trends

Advertising and marketing activity

• Ritters vegan line on e-charging stations

• Indulgence and sustainability don't have to be mutually exclusive

• Milka chocolate bar relaunch

• Pick-up "Undeniably delicious"

• It's more important than ever to display diversity and inclusion in advertising

MARKET SHARE

• Brands remain dominant, but PL could increase its share in 2023

• Ferrero remains the leading brand in the chocolate confectionery market in terms of value…

• …and volume sales

MARKET SIZE, SEGMENTATION AND FORECAST

• Chocolate confectionery struggles to grow in 2022-23

• Longer-term growth is more positive

• Chocolate confectionery will see a modest value growth of 15% over 2022-27

• 6% volume growth predicted over 2022-27
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• Seasonals are the best performers

• Seasonals and countlines increase value sales in 2022

• Seasonals rise in volume terms

APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage

• Products covered in this Report

• Abbreviations

• Consumer research methodology

• A note on language

Appendix – market size and central forecast methodology

• Forecast methodology

• Forecast methodology – fan chart

• Market size – value

• Market size – volume

• Market forecast and prediction intervals – value

• Market forecast and prediction intervals – volume
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About Mintel Reports: Germany

Access our reports now and get the most
accurate, credible and powerful data, insights
and analysis. Mintel Reports Germany gives you
everything you need to know about what German
consumers want and why.

In each report, we're analysing the market, new
product innovations and the competitive
landscape, as well as consumer behaviours
across Germany. Our local analysts, supported by
our team of global experts then translate it into
what it means for you.

What makes us unique?

A 360-degree view of German
markets

Experienced analysts based in
Germany

Expert-led support from global
category experts

How Mintel Reports Germany will help your business grow:

Identify future
opportunities by
understanding what
German consumers want
and why

Make better decisions
faster by keeping
informed on what's
happening across your
market

See the trends and innovations
impacting Germany both on a
local and global level
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a German licensed
market survey agent (See Research Methodology
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.

Published by Mintel Group Ltd
www.mintel.com

Help desk

UK +44 (0)20 7778 7155

US +1 (312) 932 0600

Australia +61 (0)2 8284 8100

China +86 (21) 6386 6609

Germany +49 211 2409023

India +91 22 4090 7217

Japan +81 (3) 6228 6595

Singapore +65 (0)6 818 9850
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